Tear Sheet: Sappi’s €250M 2025 Senior Notes
South African pulp and paper group Sappi is offering €250 million in five-year senior notes to strengthen
its balance sheet and provide liquidity headroom.
The deal has a non-call period of two years, and expected ratings of Ba2/BB by Moody's and S&P. The
notes will be issued by Sappi’s subsidiary Sappi Papier Holding. Pricing is expected Friday, May 15.
A capital structure prepared by Reorg can be found at the end of this tearsheet.
Debt Explained's tear sheet below is a synthesized legal and financial tool that quickly provides a concise summary
of covenant capacities. In the next few hours the Reorg team will publish a detailed contextual covenant and
structural analysis for investors. P
 lease contact questions@reorg.com for an in-depth analysis.
Summary Covenant Facts

●

●

●

Credit Facility basket headroom of $837.78 million will be available on the Issue Date - as the
OM does not indicate that the group’s existing debt under the OeKB Term Loan Facilities is
deemed incurred under the Credit Facility basket, we have assumed such debt is incurred
under “grand-fathered” debt basket
Accrued capacity of $811 million available under the CNI build up basket but ability to utilize
the basket may be limited by additional restrictions imposed by the RCF in connection with
the group’s Covid-19 related financial covenant testing holiday agreed with the RCF lenders
Up to €50 million worth of assets/rights of South African Restricted Subsidiaries can be
disposed of in relation to the South African B-BBEE Act, with any cash/cash equivalents
applied in accordance with the Asset Sale covenant

Debt Explained's lawyers will separately publish a thorough analysis of the covenants, structure and the
legal loopholes in the next few hours. For regulatory reasons, this tear sheet contains only key covenant
facts and basket capacities. Please email q
 uestions@reorg.com to request a copy of the in-depth analysis.

How Much Leverage Can Be Added over Time?
Sappi has $1.794B of additional debt capacity at issue
Ratio Debt

2.0x Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio

Minimum Debt Capacity at
Issue1

$1794.24M (equivalent of 5.31x of leverage)
●
●
●
●
●

CF Basket Headroom - $837.78M
CLO/PMO - $200M
Guarantees of Management Advances - $5M
JV Debt - $50M
Debt of South African Restricted Subsidiaries - $408.03M (equivalent
of ZAR 7,500M converted at US$1= ZAR18.381 as on May 11, 2020)

1

This aggregate only takes into consideration the quantifiable baskets at issue, ignoring ratio-based and “grower”
amounts (which typically match the relevant “grower”-basis at issue)
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●
●

●
Headroom under the
Credit Facility Basket at
Issue

Guarantees of any management equity/stock option plans - $36M
($6M/year)
Counter-indemnity in respect of bills of exchange - $32.43M
(equivalent of €30M converted at €1= US$1.081 as on May 11, 2020);
B-BBEE Act debt - $50M
General debt - Greater of $175M and 3% TA

$837.78M

Value Extraction through Restricted Payments or Permitted Investments
Build-Up Basket Start Date

29/06/2009

Starter Amount in the
Build-Up Basket

No

Any Accrued Build-Up
Basket Capacity

$811M

Ratio-capped baskets

Ratio-capped Restricted Payments: N/A
Ratio-capped Junior debt repayments: N/A
Ratio-capped Permitted Investments: N/A

Minimum Restricted
Payments (payments to
equity)

$116M ( 0.34x of leverage)
●
●
●

Minimum Permitted
Investments at Issue

Equity repurchases - $30M ($5M/year)
Loans/advances to management equity/stock option plans - $36M
($6M/calendar year)
General RPs - $50M

$355M (1.05x of leverage)
●
●
●

Management Advances - $5M
JV investments formed in connection with the B-BBEE Act - $50M
General PIs - Greater of $300M and 4.25% T.A

Risk of Value Leakage from Asset Sales proceeds
Can Asset Sale proceeds
create Restricted
Payments capacity?

No

Risk of Effectively Senior Debt (Secured on non-Collateral)
Ratio-capped Permitted
Liens

N
 /A

Debt Explained's lawyers will separately publish a thorough analysis of the covenants, structure and the legal loopholes in the next
few hours. For regulatory reasons, this tear sheet contains only key covenant facts and basket capacities.
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Minimum Permitted Liens
at Issue

$893.03M (2.64x of leverage)
●
●
●

CLO/PMO - $200M
Liens on debt of South African Restricted Subsidiaries - $408.03M
(equivalent of ZAR 7,500m converted at US$1= ZAR18.381 as on May
11, 2020)
General Permitted Liens - Greater of $285M and 5% TA

Risk of Collateral Dilution
Ratio-capped Permitted
Collateral Liens

N/A

Minimum Permitted
Collateral Liens at Issue

N/A

Minimum Permitted Super
Senior Collateral Liens

N/A

Portability
Portability

N/A

Portability Ratio test

N/A

Cost Savings/Synergies Adjustments
Are Cost Savings /
Synergies capped?

No

Any time horizon for Cost
Savings / Synergies to be
realised?

No time limit

Cost Savings / Synergies
limited to certain contexts

Broadly applied when determining Consolidated Leverage but limited to
acquisitions when calculating FCCR

Credit Support
Guarantor Coverage on
Issue

For the 12-month period ended March 2020:

Security Coverage

N/A

●
●
●

59% of EBITDA
62% of Total Assets
83% of Revenue

Covenant Outliers
Deal Outliers

Limited Condition Acquisition provisions are present

Debt Explained's lawyers will separately publish a thorough analysis of the covenants, structure and the legal loopholes in the next
few hours. For regulatory reasons, this tear sheet contains only key covenant facts and basket capacities.
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A pro-forma capital structure, prepared by Reorg’s financial analysts, is below:

Debt Explained's lawyers will separately publish a thorough analysis of the covenants, structure and the legal loopholes in the next
few hours. For regulatory reasons, this tear sheet contains only key covenant facts and basket capacities.
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Please contact Reorg at questions@reorg.com if you wish to speak to the lawyer or credit analyst who
prepared the above tearsheet for you. We actively welcome your questions and feedback.
Reorg will also publish an in-depth covenant report and credit analysis tearsheet on this bond. We are
happy to share our comprehensive legal and financial analysis with you, just email questions@reorg.com for a copy.

This publication has been prepared by Reorg Research, Inc. or one of its affiliates (collectively, “Reorg”) and is being provided to
the recipient in connection with a partnership with the European Leveraged Finance Association. The recipient of this publication
(the “Recipient”) may not redistribute or republish any portion of the information contained herein other than with Reorg’s
express written consent. The information in this publication is for general informational purposes only and should not be
construed as legal, investment, accounting or other professional advice on any subject matter or as a substitute for such advice.
The Recipient must comply with all applicable laws, including laws regarding the purchase and sale of securities. Reorg obtains
information from a wide variety of sources, which it believes to be reliable, but Reorg does not make any representation,
warranty, or certification as to the materiality or public availability of the information in this publication or that such
information is accurate, complete, comprehensive or fit for a particular purpose. Recipients must make their own decisions about
investment strategies or securities mentioned in this publication. Reorg and its officers, directors, partners and employees
expressly disclaim all liability relating to or arising from actions taken or not taken based on any or all of the information
contained in this publication. © 2020 Reorg. All rights reserved. Reorg® is a registered trademark of Reorg Research, Inc.
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